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WIDE PLANK FLOORING + ANTIQUE BUILDING MATERIALS

Antique Reclaimed Heart Pine (Select)
RECLAIMED FLOORING – AUTHENTIC FROM VINTAGE STRUCTURES
A testament to the enduring legacy of  America’s Industrial Revolution, our hardwearing Antique Heart Pine hardwood flooring has been 
reclaimed from the factories and mills that powered our nation’s manufacturing base. Its use in vital support beams confirms its strength and 
durability. In your home, Antique Heart Pine’s superbly tight grain and lavish, tawny shade will lend its charming allure to virtually any style, 
transforming the room it graces into a warm, welcoming haven.

DISTINCTIVE ATTRIBUTES
Our Antique Heart Pine wide plank flooring is recognized for its intense yellow-orange color and a grain so tight that it often possesses more 
than seven growth rings per inch. This hardwood pine reclaimed wood flooring also features sound knots, cracks, nail holes and can be ordered 
in common or select grade surface.
NOTE: Our Select Grade Heart Pine flooring will be more uniform in appearance while our Common Grade will contain a heavier mix of  
knots and other natural character markings.

FLOORING SPECS:

PRODUCT TYPE ENGINEERED PLANK SOLID PLANK

SPECIES Antique Reclaimed Heart Pine Antique Reclaimed Heart Pine

BOARD WIDTHS 3" to 6” or 4" to 8”  
random widths

3" to 6” or 4" to 8”  
random widths

BOARD LENGTH 2’ & Longer (up to 12') random 
lengths

2’ & Longer (up to 12') random 
lengths

TEXTURE Smooth Smooth

PLANK THICKNESS 3/4" 3/4"

WEAR LAYER 4mm Nominal Standard

PLYWOOD Multi-Layered Cabinet Grade 
Plywood

N/A

FINISH OPTION #1 UV Natural Oil

FINISH OPTION #2 UV Bona Matte Prefinish

FINISH OPTION #3 UV Bona Satin Prefinish

*Flooring is milled unfinished at 3/4" and 5/8" 
thick respectively. Each plank is then sanded 
to prepare it for the prefinish process which 
results in a small nominal decrease in thickness.

NOTE: Each of our flooring products possess 
unique characteristics and beauty. While our 
samples provide a close representation of each 
specie, they are for photo reference only and 
cannot exactly match the end product.


